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• We collected the spiders in June 2018 and 2019 from Medford,

OR.

• Prior to starting the experiment in November 2019, we housed

them in individual plastic containers in a temperature controlled

room.

• We placed the spiders in plastic sweater boxes that contained a

retreat, and we allowed them a week to construct a web.

• To begin a trial, we lured black widows to the most distant part

of their webs from their retreat.

• We then lifted the spiders offthe web, and either displaced them

to a different location or replaced them where they were

(control spiders were not lifted).

• We prompted all spiders to return to their retreat with a puff of

air.

• We filmed trials to measure the direction of the spider’s return

path.

• We compared these measurements to the direction of the most

direct path home from where we initially lured each spider.

• Overall, none of 26 spiders searched before beginning to return to the retreat, 

and 24 moved in the expected direction (Fig. 1).

• 7 of 24 spiders that started in the direction of the retreat found it immediately 

without searching; 3 of these changed direction but found the retreat without 

searching. The remaining 14 spiders searched in the area around the retreat. 

Of these, 12 found the retreat; the 2 that did not find the retreat adopted a 

crouching posture in a corner (Fig 1, panel F).

• All 4 spiders lifted off the web and replaced in the same site initially moved in 

the direction of the retreat; 2 of these moved directly to the retreat; the other 2 

moved in the general direction of the retreat and found it after searching.

• 3 of 4 spiders lifted off the web and replaced in a different site initially moved 

in the direction the retreat would have been had they not been moved. Only 1 

of these 3 spiders found the retreat.

Fig 1:

Stacked images show the paths spiders took 

as we lured them away from the retreat (left 

column) and as they returned to the retreat 

(right column). Arrows show the direction of 

each spider. Text boxes show the number of 

spiders in each treatment that behaved in the 

same way.

(A) Example of a control spider that returned 

directly to the retreat. 

(B) Control spider that moved to near the 

retreat and founf it after searching. 

(C) Control spider that did not initially move in 

the direction of the retreat. 

(D) Example of spider that was lifted from the 

web and replaced at the same site. 

(E) Example of a spider lifted off the web and 

replaced in a different site that moved in 

the direction the retreat would have been, 

then  changed direction. 

(F) Spider removed from the web and replaced 

in a different site that moved diagonally 

across the web and did not find the retreat.
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• Many animals store memories about their environment and their

position in it as they move about (Shettleworth 2010).

• Some species use path integration: they continuously update

information about their position relative to the straight-line distance

and direction of their home (Webb 2019).

• The taxonomic and ecological distribution of path integration

remains unclear — is it limited to ambulatory animals, or does it also

occur in more sessile species such as sit-and-wait predators?

• We tested the hypothesis that a web spider, Latrodectus hesperus

black widows (Araneae: Theridiidae), uses path integration.

• Black widows construct cobwebs with three main components: a

horizontal sheet; a forest of gumfooted lines that hangs from the

sheet; and a retreat where the spiders take shelter (Benjamin &

Zschokke 2003).

• The path integration hypothesis predicts that spiders lured away

from their retreat and then prompted to return should:

(a) be able to begin the return trip without first getting their

bearings (without first searching);

(b) head in the direction of the retreat; and

(c) either find the retreat or, upon nearing its expected

position, search for it.

• Further, spiders lured away from their retreat and displaced to a new

site before being prompted to return should:

(d) head in the direction the retreat would be had the

spiders not been moved.

• Our results support the hypothesis that L. 

hesperus use path integration to construct 

a mental model of their environment.

• Most spiders in the experiment initially 

moved in the predicted direction.

• Most spiders that did not move directly to 

the retreat began to search for their retreat 

in the general area of the retreat, 

suggesting they had an expectation of the 

approximate distance and direction of their 

retreat from memory.

• Most spiders lifted off the web still moved 

in the expected direction of the retreat.

• Our findings thus suggest that path

integration is not limited to ambulatory

animals.

• Instead, it may be a widespread cognitive

capability across animal taxa.


